The Countryside Code
 Be safe - plan ahead
 Leave gates and property as
you find them

Crakehall with Langthorne
Parish Council

walks
in the parish

 Protect plants and animals
and take your litter home
 Keep dogs under close
control
 Consider other people

2.
crakehall circular
via kirkbridge
and greengate farm

starting point: village
outside the church gate

green

time: approximately 1 hour

pass through the gate and head
across the field bearing slightly right and aiming for the gate
in the corner of the field to the
right.

conditions: road and field
from the church head for the
south east corner of the green
and pass between the old barn
and hall farm cottage bearing
right alongside a wall.
the path turns sharply left and
passes along the end of the
garden of the old barn to a gate.
cross a small field to a second
gate.

follow the path alongside the
field, cross over a stile and
follow the path along the
hedge to another stile in the
corner. cross over the stile, go
through a small field to the
next stile.
cross over this, then with the
hedge on your left the path
leads towards a wide gate,
which in turn brings you to the
road at kirkbridge.

follow the road ahead over two
bridges. the road bears sharp
left and passes a wood on the
left. on the next bend look for
the footpath sign and gate on
the left and follow this path
through the field keeping the
hedge on your right.
nb. there are often horses and
cattle in this field.
at the end of the hedge bear
slightly right, go through a gate,
across the field aiming for the
farm
buildings .
keep
the
buildings on your right. the path
may be muddy here.
follow the track until you come
to a footpath sign in the hedge
on the left before reaching the
cemetery.
follow the path through the
field to a gate, bear sharp right
and follow the path through a
gate and down towards the
buildings of the watermill.
keep the buildings on the right,
pass over a footbridge and bear
right along the millrace to the
main road. cross the road and
the beck via the footbridge, then
bear left up the hill towards the
village green.

